




The Do-It-Yourself movement is growing.  Artists, crafters and DIY-ers of 
all kinds are rediscovering the power behind creation and the satisfaction 
it brings. 

Craft Lake City is a celebration of this creative passion and the people 
in our local community that make it unique. Today’s festival features 
over 130 regional artists specializing in progressive and contemporary 
handmade items. Find products created using time-honored methods 
such as embroidery, knitting, loom weaving, and book making updated 
with innovative techniques and fresh designs. Screen prints, jewelry, 
homemade soap and other crafty surprises can also be found.

The motivation for making items varies from artist to artist. For some, 
crafting serves as a social statement—a way of supporting environmental 
sustainability by using up-cycled clothing or recycled materials in their 
projects. For others, the act of creating is personal—considered a 
reflection of the artist’s own unique spirit. No matter what the artist’s 
reasoning, we believe you will be happy with today’s artistic variety at 
Craft Lake City 

Thank you for making SLUG Magazine’s second annual Craft Lake City a 
part of your day! We hope today’s festival inspires you to become part 
of our local handmade community and start your own DIY project.

Angela H. Brown      
Festival Director 



You can also “like” us @:
facebook.com/artduh

delivers uncompromising 
coverage of music, art,  
action sports and subcul-
ture to its readers 12 times 
a year. Distributing 30,000 
copies monthly, SLUG is a 
regional, free publication 
based in Salt Lake City and 
remains one of the oldest 
independent zines in the 
nation.

(an acronym for  
SaltLakeUnderGround) 

SLUG   

SLUG can be found 
the first Friday of 
every month at any-
place cool or online at:
 slugmag.com



  
Abbi Brown 
Alisyn Sorensen / Stephanie Christensen 
Allison Cornu 
Amber Heaton 
Amy Hunter 
Amy Roh 
Arash Mafi 
Brandon Dayton 
Brittany Thelin 
Candice Pugh 
Carrie Eldredge 
Chelsea Petrich 
Claire Taylor 
Cory Bushman 
Elizabeth Estes 
Emily George 
Emily Palmer 
Felicia Koloc 
Guy Wheelwright 
Heather Flanders 
Hilary Shaw 
Jenn Anderson 
Jennifer Reed 
Kailani Bowman/ Mitchell Short 
Katie Kienholz 
Keri Rainock 
Laura Besterfeldt 
Luz Howse 
Mindy Hunt  
Misso Matney / Megan Vazquez 
Moey Nelson 
Nancy Rivera / Beau Burgess 
Nathan Larsen 
Nicole Warner 
Olivia Henrie / Marina Atherton 
Paula Hogan 
Rhonda Nylund 
Season Bivens 
Shauna Brennan 
Shauntay Ramsey 

multi_colored_mirrors@yahoo.com
alisyn@myspicydesigns.com

allison.cornu@yahoo.com
amber.n.heaton@gmail.com

amy@radseams.com
amy@rohbots.com

arashmafi1@gmail.com
brandondayton@gmail.com

anoctoberspastel@gmail.com
bulletsandbees@gmail.com

celdredge9@hotmail.com
chelsea@soaperhero.com

king.pirate.dog@gmail.com
rambova3@gmail.com

mybuttonboutique@gmail.com
emilyjaneg@gmail.com

captainlouloo@gmail.com
fkoloc@gmail.com
ksgw@comcast.net

HEATHERFLANDERS@comcast.net
uknowthis24@yahoo.com

jmm8181@gmail.com
jennifer_reed@byu.edu

kailani_91@hotmail.com
kdcapalbo@yahoo.com

crowsmack@me.com
demantoids@hotmail.com
weewaldorf@gmail.com

laurellanedesigns@gmail.com
misso.ann@gmail.com

moette@gmail.com
miz_nr@yahoo.com

contact@velocitybags.com
niwarn77@gmail.com

oliviarochelle@msn.com
paulathequeen@gmail.com

rhondanylund@gmail.com
seasonbivens@gmail.com

feathersandfrosting@gmail.com
shauntayramsey@yahoo.com

TABLE ARTISTS



Spencer Charles 
Sri Whipple 
Steven R. Jerman 
Tommy Dolph 
Whitney Lamb 
Wren Manderscheid

  
Amanda Powell
Amber Dunford
Amy Redden 
Andrea N. 
Andy Chase 
Angela Flicker 
Ann-Michelle Neal 
Arie Leeflang   
Ashley Giessing  
Bekah Long 
Ben Kafton 
Bethany Fischer    
Bonny Steele    
Bryan Cox    
Caitlin Bell    
Callie Capps + Natasha Sebring 
Candance Andersen   
Carmen Nydegger   
Carrie Poulsen    
Caryn Summers    
Cassie Harline and Cheri Heaton 
Char Hyde    
Christine Fedor    
Clairice Gifford    
Colt Bowden    
Dallas Russell    
Dave Jessen + Adam Morrey 
Emily Cooper 
Gentry Blackburn 
Gigi Thorsen  
Heath Montgomery  
Isaac Hastings 
Jana Crump and Kira Fleming 

spencer.whittington@gmail.com
sriwhipple@gmail.com

stevenrjerman@gmail.com
lighthouselounge@yahoo.com

whitneyjo1212@yahoo.com
theapronthief@gmail.com

missamanda63@gmail.com 
amberdunford@mac.com 
vintagefern@gmail.com 

andreancreations@yahoo.com 
andyjoychase@gmail.com 

theartistshouse@gmail.com 
anneal.mt@gmail.com 

arieleeflang@hotmail.com 
orders@isabells-umbrella.com 

siodesigns@gmail.com
bkafton@gmail.com

patiriphotography@gmail.com
bonnysteele@gmail.com

info@kingsmaille.com
caity_bell@hotmail.com

calliecapps@hotmail.com
thatgirl@candacejean.com

carmen.nydegger@gmail.com
ckdpoulsen@yahoo.com

caryn@thecreeksidecreations.com
loopdeelou@gmail.com

charmony1494@yahoo.com
monkeywrenched@yahoo.com

claire_gifford@yahoo.com
coltbowden@gmail.com

easilyamusedgoods@gmail.com
earthlovelongskates@gmail.com

emilyecooper@yahoo.com
gentry@frostydarling.com

gigi.thorsen@gmail.com
montgomery.painting@yahoo.com

isaachastings@hotmail.com
itsthelittlethings.ut@gmail.com

BOOTH ARTISTS



Jen Sorensen 
Jennifer L Boyle   
Jennifer McGrew   
Jessica Berrett 
Jessica Erickson 
Joshua Flicker 
Justin & Nicole Huntington 
Kali Mellus 
Karyn & Robert Vigil 
Kat Martin 
Katie Burgess 
Kristin Cranmer 
Laura Decker + Max Kelly 
Lauren Huber and David Wolske 
Laurie Knowley 
Leia Bell 
Lisa Brown 
Lyddia Pierce 
Marianne “Kanani” Hayes 
Melany Larsen 
Mia Hanson 
Michael Croxton + Brent Croxton
Monica Dennis 
Nelsy Woodbury 
Nic Annette Miller 
Nick and Erin Potter 
Nicole Choules-Paul + Susan Petersen 
Rachel & Leigh Kade 
Rachel Hayes 
Rachelle Smith 
Romy B Shafkind 
Ruthann Hertel 
Samantha Matsukawa 
Sarah Pace 
Sonya Evans 
Stacey Foster 
Suzanne Clements 
Sycamore Street Press   
Teresa Flowers 
Teresa Scopes 
Tim Wilson 
Todd Powelson + Anna West 
Tori Baker 
Travis Bone 
Trent Call 
Trisha McBride + Carrie Wakefield 
Veronica Perez 
Whitney Shaw + Ryan Perkins 

jen@the-rookery.com
jlbdesigns@comcast.net
jen@mcgrewstudio.com

jess@urban-patchwork.com
jessicamerickson@yahoo.com

jflicker@pcschools.us
creativechain@gmail.com

bykali@msn.com
mineralcreations@q.com

katsart@gmail.com
dejavuoldandnew@hotmail.com

kristin@vloutextiles.com
birdbrainpress@gmail.com

info@smartandwiley.com
badfairy2@hotmail.com

goprintgo@yahoo.com
reclaimedwreckage@live.com

lydville@comcast.net
vinylicious@gmail.com

melany.larsen@gmail.com
hanson.mia@gmail.com

michael@card-sharks.net
monicapaige@gmail.com
luv_loggins@yahoo.com

nic@friendsmakeprints.com
potter-press@hotmail.com

nbaglady@gmail.com, suezpetersen@gmail.com
grimmleighsfiends@yahoo.com

cherriesandfeathers@hotmail.com
smithee01@hotmail.com

msromy@msn.com
babyggear@yahoo.com

sumimatsukawa@yahoo.com
nobletownvintage@gmail.com
thefullspectrum@comcast.net

verlaivans@gmail.com
sorryclementine@gmail.com

eva@sycamorestreetpress.com
teresa@sleepictures.com
terryscopes@inbox.com

tim1@timwilsonglassart.com
artduh@gmail.com 

Tori_Baker@saltlakefilmsociety.org
travis@furturtle.com

trent@swinj.com 
trishamcbride@gmail.com 
craftsycositas@gmail.com 

whitney.l.shaw@gmail.com, bigfunslc@gmail.com



Joshua Payne Orchestra  2pm 
As part of Salt Lake City’s alternative jazz scene, the 
Joshua Payne Orchestra combines elements of hip hop, 
rock and pop into their music to create a sound all their 
own. Featuring a number of local veterans and fronted 
by Joshua Payne (on a vintage 1946 Epiphone Guitar), 
JPO delivers a unique live performance including diverse 
covers and original material.

Red Bennies  3pm 
Since their inception in the late ‘90s, The Red Bennies 
have become one of the most well-respected and 
entertaining bands in Salt Lake’s local music scene.  
Consisting of guitarist/vocalist David Payne, bassist 
Tommy Nguyen and drummer Dan Thomas, The Red 
Bennies released Glass Hands, their first album in five 
years, earlier this year.

Hello Amsterdam  4pm 
Incorporating influences from genres such as new wave, 
post punk and electro, Hello Amsterdam may transport 
you back to the ‘80s with their moody, catchy sound. 
Featuring local music engineers Matt Mateus and Gianni 
Skolnick as well as Josh Emery and Van Christensen, 
Hello Amsterdam has mastered a style of music that is 
complex, glitchy, cool and highly danceable.

Lindsay Heath Orchestra  5pm 
Lindsay Heath has been playing music in Salt Lake City 
for over a decade. Her newest project is best described 
as a stripped down and simplified version of heavier 
projects she has participated in before. Although she 
is accompanied by a collection of other longtime Salt 
Lake music veterans, Heath is responsible for writing and 
composing each song. 

Blue Lotus Dance Collaborative  6pm 
Blue Lotus Dance Collaborative is a Middle Eastern belly 
dance company made up of six highly skilled dancers 
located out of Salt Lake City. Known for their complex 
choreographies and impeccable Egyptian-style technique, 
they perform locally and nationally at Middle Eastern 
dance events and are a staple of Salt Lake City nightlife 
in private clubs, alternative venues and restaurants.
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Hathor Dance Collective  6pm  
Hathor Dance Collective is comprised of three highly skilled 
dancers: Stephanie, Rebecca and Amy.  Together, they 
have created a unique dance company known for their 
high level of technical skill, elaborate modern Egyptian 
choreographies, and collaborative pieces with other 
talented dance companies throughout Salt Lake City.  These 
lovely ladies operate Salt Lake’s premier school of Middle 
Eastern dance.  

Trisha McBride  6pm 
Trisha McBride dances under the umbrella of a “Tribal 
Fusion Dance Artist.”  She is an experimental dancer 
who pulls from her strong belly dance background to 
create a modern yet antique dance expression.   Trisha is 
a seasoned dancer who has over 15 years of experience. 
After living in San Francisco and New York, she is proud to 
be back to her roots in Salt Lake City where she was born 
and raised.

 Spell Talk  8pm  
These Ogden natives have been blowing up the Salt Lake 
music scene with their unique blend of psychedelica-infused 
blues for nearly three years. This four-piece has released 
three albums, won the 2010 CWMA and was selected by 
Imaad Wasif to tour throughout the south after opening for 
the band at Urban Lounge. August 2010 finds Spell Talk 
performing at Craft Lake City and landing the cover of 
SLUG’s August issue. 

Muscle Hawk  9pm  
Two DJs are better than one when it comes to the electro 
monstrosity that is Muscle Hawk. Josh Holyoak and Greg 
Bower combine live synths and vocals, with produced 
backbeats and samples, topped off with a massive light 
show, to create one hell of a dance party. This DJ duo 
helped SLUG Magazine ring in its twenty-first birthday and 
took center stage on the SLUG Gay Pride Float back in 
2009.
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The Boomsticks  7pm 
The Boomsticks may be Salt Lake ‘s only instrumental surf 
rock band, but their unique place in the Salt Lake music 
scene has helped them build a multi-generational fan 
base in the area over the past five years. The Boomsticks 
play music in the vein of classic surf rock bands like The 
Shadows and The Ventures. Earlier this summer the band 
released their first album and played the Utah Arts 
Festival on June 24. 



In 2006, Faythe Levine began touring around the country, 
interviewing 80 individuals to document the ever-expanding indie 
craft scene. “There was this obvious thing happening that was 
growing and changing.” Levine says,  “I wanted to make sure that 
the people who were doing these things were getting the credit and 
the respect that they deserved, so I figured why not just do it myself 
and embrace that whole DIY ethic and jump in and make a film?” 
 
According to The New York Times, Levine is the “patron saint” of the indie craft 
movement. She’s more modest about her place in the indie craft scene, though.  
“I like to remind people that I’m just one person. I documented a small slice of 
people who are part of this much larger worldwide movement,” she says.
 
Handmade Nation showcases 13 artists such as Nikki McClure, Kathie Sever of 
Ramonsterwear, Whitney Lee of Made With Sweet Love and Jenine Bressner. 
Levine interviews them in their studios, which are often located in spare rooms of 
their houses. The women discuss their techniques, how they got into their crafts, and often 
remind everyone not to be intimidated. They’re mostly self-taught and according to them, 
anyone can pick up a craft—all it takes is patience, time and dedication. 
  
Thus far, Levine says the reactions to the film have been nothing short of inspiring. 
“People walk away from the film feeling incredibly empowered and motivated, 
either to make something themselves or to support someone who is living that 
lifestyle,” Levine says. 

SLUG Magazine’s Craft Lake City and the Salt Lake City Film Festival are proud to 
present the screening of Handmade Nation at the Tower Theater on August 15 at 4:40 
p.m. Tickets are $5 and can be purchased online at SLCFF.com, or from the Salt Lake 
Film Festival booth at Craft Lake City. Following the screening there will be a Q&A 
featuring the following Craft Lake City artists: Christine Fedor, Leia Bell, Gentry 
Blackburn, Sonya Evans, Trisha McBride and Carri Wakefield. The Discussion will 
be moderated by SLUG Magazine’s managing editor, Jeanette Moses.

Playing at Tower Theater on Sun. August 15 at 4:40 p.m. $5



SUPPORT 
YOUR

 LOCAL 
CRAFTER

Proudly supports local crafters, designers & artists.

10090.1
FM

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT 
801-533-NOTE (6683) OR VISIT 

USUO.ORG/VIVACE




